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Small, browser-based mini-games that, however, bring an intense, multiplayer rush, .io games have been the viral phenomenon popular with twitch streamers and their presence in an episode of House of Cards. The .io extension means the British Indian Ocean Territory, but since Agar.io, one of the first super-popular multiplayer games .io games, used the extension, it has since
become a popular choice that gives a name to the genre. Lightweight and accessible, but capable of intense and sometimes even ruthless gaming, the best .io games can be played even with spotted connection and old hardware. With only a number of .io games out there, it can be hard to figure out which ones are worth a shot, so we've collected a list of the top 10 .io games.
Agar.io(Photo credit: agar.io)The great grandfather of all of them, Agar.io is to eat or eat game cell survival takes inspiration from the behavior of microbes on top of the agar medium petri dish, he heeds the name. Players start small, zip around the map and eat food to get the size. Eventually, you grow big enough to swallow other player cells, leading to a deadly cat-and-mouse
game as you try to lure other cells into your grases and avoid larger swarms of players who can swallow you. The simple but tense gameplay made it a viral sensation as it was even featured in an episode of House of Cards. Slither.io(Image credit: Slither.io)Slither.io takes inspiration from the classic snake game as players slither around the map, consuming food topics to grow in
size and score. Maneuver is the name of the game here because players are eliminated when their snake head collides with the body of another snake, leading players to suddenly change direction or wriggle around into a trap and remove the careless. (Photo credit: Diep.io) Diep.io is another classic game, this time with players guiding tanks, destroying barriers and enemy tanks
to collect points and level their own planes. With a reasonably included upgrade system, you can equip your tanks to your liking, allowing you to build bullet summer monsters, agile invaders or powerful snipers. Versatile game modes for everyone, from free team fights and more, Diep.io good play value and reasonable depth, but are still a pretty easy-to-use browser game.
Gats.io(Image credit: Gats.io)Gats.io takes a military shooter from top to bottom as players choose weapons and armor and then gently hunt each other in a tight maze of obstacles and corridors. Each weapon brings its own advantages and disadvantages, and players must balance the trade in the movement and protection of armor or their lack thereof. Fast gaming and
reasonably Gats.io free for everyone, team death match and control point domination modes, giving you a variation in gameplay. Brutal.io(Image credit: lives up to their name when players crush each other with giant rolled balls of death. Getting started A small morning star-like ball attached to your player, you run around the map to collect food, slowly increasing the size of your
death ball, which you can then throw at other players using spin, design and more than a bit of dumb luck. If the throw doesn't get them, then coming back can only because holding down the mouse button invites the deathball back into the player's face, flattening everything in its path. Gartic.io(Photo: Gartic.io)Tired of the kill or killable intensity of other .io games? Gartic.io is a
much more relaxed thing when players are alternated in a play-style game where one player draws a named word and others have to guess what that word is. Gartic takes care of scoring and keeping a book, and in language-based game rooms you can play for yourself. Warbot.io(Image credit: Warbot.io)Warbot.io is a bit of an outlier among other .io games in that it has 3D
graphics that offer great eye candy, but also slows down download times, especially for those without a quick connection. Warbot is a top-down twin-stick-style shooter with a mouse cursor controlling your goal, while WASD keys control your movement. Players march through the battlefield, attacking other mechas while dodging enemy fire, gathering power and crawling to the
scoreboard. Zombs.io(Photo credit: Zombs.io)Zombs.io brings an inevitable zombie survival tour to the genre as players slowly build their bases, establish defenses and wall up choking points, collect resources during the day and fight horddles at night. From there, it's a battle of endurance and survival as you upgrade your towers and personal gear to combat ever tougher waves
of the undead. Wings.io(Image credit: Wings.io)Wings.io takes multiplayer mayhem into the sky as players take part in 2D grand melees, their fighter planes rocket around the place, pick up extra power, weapons and engage in twisting dog fights as you try to line up the perfect shot and keep your tail away from enemy fighters. Look elsewhere for a deep simulation because this is
a tornado where planes squirm around and engage in a rapidly firing carnage. Deeeep.io(Photo: Deeeep.io)Deeep.io has made you evolve into different forms of fish and animals as you collect food and explore the depths and shallows of the sea. Each animal form has its own abilities and is optimized for various biomes, giving players a lot of variety as they link up, hunt other
deep-sea beasts and explore what the oceans have to offer. You can play Deeeep.io aggressively, as with other PVP-style .io games, or you can avoid conflicts and just explore and try out the features of each form, giving you a fair amount of things to play with. The next apple phone update, iOS 13.5, is here - and the latest iPhone 11 Pro, iPhone 11 Pro Max and iPhone 11 aren't
the only ones that operating system update. Update. How to get iOS 13 to iPhone.Not all iPhones can download update – unfortunately nothing older than iPhone 6S or later, iPad Air 2 or later, new iPad mini 4 and iPhone SE cannot upgrade to iOS 13. And also, the new iPad won't get it, and that's because it gets a slightly rebuilt version of the iPadOS software. iOS 13.5 is
expected to be one of the last updates of this generation, as it is likely that Apple will release iOS 14 on 22 May. But if your iPhone is compatible with iOS 13.5, scroll below for a step-by-step list to update your device to the latest software.1. Before you get iOS 13.5, back up your iPhoneIf you want to download iOS 13.5, we recommend backing up your iPhone first – only in that
case. Thus, you can reset your phone's settings, apps and data to normal (i.e. in a stable iOS version) if something goes wrong. So, before downloading iOS 13.5, go to the highest guide on how to backup iPhone.2. Download from your Settings page It is very easy to download to iOS 13.5, but you need to be connected to Wi-Fi to upgrade. Go to settings-&gt; general &gt; software
update. Click the button to update to iOS 13 and you will start the process. It's a little extensive, and depending on your connection, it can take minutes or hours - and it can take longer if you upgrade at a time when everyone is trying to upgrade to a new version of the os. The phone must first download the update and then prepare the device. Stay strong. However, if Automatic
Updates is turned on, the update should be installed automatically according to the Apple protocol, i.e. overnight if the device is connected. Don't have a compatible phone with iOS 13.5? These are the best deals on the latest iPhones.Sort ByRecommendedMonthly costs (low to high)Monthly cost (high or low)Upfront cost (low or high)Upfront cost (high to low)Information (low to
high)Information (high to low)Carrier (A-Z)Carrier (Z-A)Product name (A-Z)Product name (Z) –A)Minutes (small to high)Minutes (large-small)Texts (small to large)Texts (high to low)Contract length (low to high)Contract length (high) low)(Items 64 GB)+ Infinite data in Oz after using 2Mbps max speed data50GBdataUnlimited minsUnlimitedtextsMin. total cost $1,034(Items 64GB)+
No extra data payments in Australia. Speed is limited to max 1.5Mbps.10GBdataUnlimited callsUnlimitedtextsMin. total cost $1,787.88(Items 256GB)+ Infinite data in Oz up to 2Mbps after using Max Speed data50GBdataUnlimited minsUnlimitedtextsMin. total cost $2,183.84(Items 128GB)+ Infinite data in Oz up to 2Mbps after using Max Speed data50GBdataUnlimited
minsUnlimitedtextsMin. total cost $1,113.92(Items No extra data charges in Australia. Speed is limited to max 1.5Mbps.60GBdataUnlimited callsUnlimitedtextsMin. total cost $1,797.88(Items 256GB)+ Infinite data in Oz up to 2Mbps after Max Speed data minsUnlimitedtextsMin. total cost $2,188.84(Items 64GB)+ No extra data payments in Australia. Speed is limited to max
1.5Mbps.10GBdataUnlimited callsUnlimitedtextsMin. total cost $1,037.64(Items 64GB)+ No extra data payments in Australia. Speed is limited to max 1.5Mbps.100GBdataUnlimited callsUnlimitedtextsMin. total cost $1,807.88(Items 256GB)+ Infinite data in Oz up to 10Mbps after using Max Speed data100GBdataUnlimited minsUnlimitedtextsMin. total cost $2,193.84(Items 64GB)+
Infinite data in Oz after using 2Mbps max speed data60GBdataUnlimited minsUnlimitedtextsMin. total cost $1,039(Items 64GB)+ No extra data payments in Australia. Speed is limited to max 1.5Mbps.10GBdataUnlimited callsUnlimitedtextsMin. total cost $1,787.88Load more dealsHere is a list of the best iPhones to download on iOS 13 13
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